**REDESIGN PROCESS**

**BIG PICTURE //**

**Programming**

**Conceptual Design**
- Massing of building within site & overall materiality explored.
- Program acts as a framework for blocking out interior organization and big ideas.
- Sustainable design philosophy established.

**Schematic Design**
- Development of:
  - Building exterior and landscape.
  - Interior planning and design concepts.
  - Sustainable design strategies formed.

**Design Development**
- Building exterior and landscape refined.
- Interior planning and design refined, including detailed meetings with users.
- Sustainable design strategies developed and modeled.

**Construction Documents**
- All major design, planning and detail decisions have been made.
- Design and details documented for use during construction.
- Sustainable design strategies refined and documented.

**Construction Begins**

---

**PROGRAMMING GOALS //**

**Vision & Guiding Principles**
Craft vision and guiding principles for the future of Neilson Library.

**Terminology / Characteristics / Tools**
Identify the correct terminology, characteristics and components/tools for spaces to be included in the redesigned Neilson Library.

**Resources / Partners**
With reference to the vision, evaluate the best resources and non-operational partners to keep (or bring in) to the library.

**Priorities**
Prioritize and balance sizes and quantities of each space type and program component to meet overall square footage parameters.

---

**Target Dates //**
- 19 January 2016 // Full Draft Program
- March 2016 // Final Program
- May 2016 // Target for full Board approval of the full package (program + conceptual design) thus authorizing construction.

(YOUR COMMENTS)
01 // STUDY + LISTEN

Listen

Capture

Process

+ Share & Discuss

with the Program Committee, Working Groups and Library Leadership to inform their thinking.

Playback 01.*

*small sampling of material shared on 11/18/15

(YOUR COMMENTS)
ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

FALL PHASES //

PHASE 01
Study + Listen

PHASE 02
Synthesis + Detailed Program Work

PHASE 03
Synthesis + Program Adjustments

CURRENT PHASE

02 // SYNTHESIS + DETAILED PROGRAM WORK

Detailed processing, discussion, digestion.
Includes:
- Analysis of detailed deliverables from each working group
- Review of Brightspot's conclusions
- Assessment & Incorporation of comments, drivers, priorities shared during Engagement sessions

Drafting of output + framework begins.
Includes:
- Evolution of Vision based on above + guiding principles clarifying overarching priorities and themes
- Terminology/ Taxonomy or identification of elements that need further exploration
- Potential Resources/partners + evolved criteria for reviewing and considering

Playback 02. (today)
Sharing of progress of above for comment

03 // SYNTHESIS + PROGRAM ADJUSTMENTS

Playback 03. (19 January 2016)
- To include Faculty workshop followed by Board of Trustees meeting (01/ 28/16) with full draft program playback.
- Post-January: Final phase for Program Committee to reflect on feedback on draft, prior to finalizing.

(YOUR COMMENTS)